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John Sorel ............................................. Robert Harris
Magda Sorel ............................................. Margaret Russel
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Secret Police Agent ................................. Peter Ashbaugh
First Plainclothesman ....................... Thomas F. Chambers
Second Plainclothesman ....................... Ray Bannon
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Magician .................................................. Robert Julien
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*Performing on November 5 and 6.
**Guest Artist

Synopsis

ACT I, SCENE I  The Sorel Apartment, early morning

ACT I, SCENE II The Waiting room of a Foreign Consulate. Later that day.

INTERMISSION

ACT II, SCENE I  The Sorel Apartment. Evening, a month later.

ACT II, SCENE II The Consulate waiting room. A few days later.

INTERMISSION

ACT III, SCENE I  The consulate waiting room. Late afternoon, a few days later.

ACT III, SCENE II  The Sorel Apartment, that night.
ACT I, SCENE I  
The Sorel Apartment. Early morning.

Pursued by the police, John Sorel, a member of the underground freedom movement, staggers into his home, wounded. He tells his wife and mother that he must escape to the frontier but he will send them news through Assan the glass cutter. Instructing them to obtain visas to follow him, he bids them a painful farewell.

ACT I, Scene II  
The waiting room of a foreign consulate. Later that day.

Several people are waiting helplessly for visas; Mr. Koffner's documents are still not in order after repeated visits; a foreign woman, desperate to join her sick daughter has to fill out endless questionnaires; Magda Sorel's attempt to see the Consul is coldly rebuffed by the Secretary, who gives her forms to complete. A magician tries a few tricks but soon joins the hopeless ensemble of those who wait.

INTERMISSION

ACT II, SCENE I  
The Sorel Apartment. Evening, a month later.

John's mother tries to cheer up Magda's sickly baby. Magda falls into an exhausted sleep and has a nightmare about John and the Secretary. She wakes up horrified as a stone is hurled through the window. It is a signal, but before Assan arrives with the news from John, the Police Agent enters and again attempts to force Magda to divulge the names of John's collaborators. Hysterically, she orders him out of the house. Hoping to keep John safely away, she sends word with Assan that she will be joining him soon. Turning to leave, Magda suddenly discovers that her baby is dead.

ACT II, SCENE II  
The consulate waiting room. A few days later.

The same people are still waiting, including Anna Gomez, a pathetic refugee from a concentration camp. The magician attempts to impress the Secretary with conjuring tricks and hypnotism but she is incensed by all the confusion. Magda insists on seeing the Consul, and driven to her limits, she breaks down after a passionate outburst against the inhumanity of bureaucracy. The Secretary relents and promises her an interview with the Consul as soon as his "very important visitor" leaves. Magda's hopes are dashed when she discovers that the visitor is the Secret Police Agent.

INTERMISSION
ACT III, SCENE I  The consulate waiting room. Late afternoon, a few days later.

Magda still waits to speak to the Consul. Vera Boronel arrives and receives the happy news that her papers are all in order. Assan rushes in to inform Magda that John has learned of the death of his child and Mother and is determined to come after her. Unless she stops him, the entire freedom movement will be destroyed. Magda writes Assan a note to take to John and they leave the consulate. Preparing to close up, the Secretary is startled by the appearance of John, who is looking for his wife. John is arrested by the pursuing police, who deny his request to call his wife on the telephone. The Secretary offers to do so on his behalf.

ACT III, SCENE II  The Sorel Apartment. That night.

Unaware of John's return, Magda prepares to take her own life to save his. She turns on the gas and as she inhales the deadly fumes, she begins to hallucinate: the walls of her apartment fade; the people at the consulate dance a strange waltz; her mother and John are bride and groom; the magician slowly puts her to sleep. As the illusion fades, the telephone is heard ringing, but it is too late.

Director's Note:

The Consul, Gian-Carlo Menotti's first full-length opera, had its world premiere on March 1, 1950 at the Schubert Theater in Philadelphia. Following its pre-Broadway try-out the production came to New York, where it began its highly praised and successful run on March 15, 1950 at the Ethel Barrymore Theater. The entire production was staged by Mr. Menotti. The role of the Police Agent was sung by Leon Lishner, presently a member of the voice faculty of the University of Washington.

The Consul received two of the outstanding theater awards for 1949-1950: The New York Drama Critics' Circle Award for the best musical play, and the Pulitzer prize for Music. The European premiere was given at Milan's La Scala; productions in London and Paris followed. Since then, The Consul has been presented all over the world in eleven different languages, a tribute to its timeless and unlimited relevance.
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